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Jay’s Perspective:  

On Tuesday the 26th of March we attended 
the Diversity in Rugby conference held at the 
Conrad Hotel, Tokyo in our capacity as 19:20 
Ambassadors. The experience we had there 
was unforgettable from start to finish. We 
were greeted on arrival by Lori Henderson, 
Executive Director of the BCCJ who was 
extremely welcoming and kind and showed 
us to our seats. She talked a little bit about 
what the event would include and made sure 
that we felt comfortable to make the most of 
it.  

The best moment for me during the event was 
what was said by the founder and President 
of Shibuya International Rugby Club, Koji 
Tokumasu. He said three key things that 
really inspired me. The first was that “Rugby 
helps teach life skills” something that I 
strongly agree with especially in regards to 
the discipline it has taught me as a player. 
Secondly, Mr Tokumasu stated that “Rugby 
has a uniqueness of drawing people together”. 
This statement inspired me because when I 
look back on many of the friendships I have 
made, the majority of them were formed and 
have grown as a result of me playing rugby.

Lastly, Mr Tokumasu went on to say that  
“Rugby is something people can relate to”

“ Rugby has a 
uniqueness of 

drawing people 
together ”[ ]



This ties in with my previous point as I have 
always been able to start conversations with 
teammates or opposing team members 
through a mutual love of rugby. Maybe this 
is true for most sport, but in my opinion 
rugby has shown me how people from all 
backgrounds, abilities and ages can come 
together to enjoy rugby. There are also 
many types of rugby, not just full-contact, 
which means that it can be enjoyed by 
everyone everywhere. I think that rugby is 
a good way to meet new people and have 
new experiences and my experience at 
the at the BCCJ  Diversity in Rugby event 
was something that I will never forget. 

Renee’s Perspective:
 
I was so happy to have had the opportunity 
to attend the BCCJ Diversity in Rugby 
event as a 19:20 Ambassador. Our job as 
Ambassadors was to act as journalists 
for the event, taking notes and pictures 
of the panelists and guests. The panelists 
talked about marketing and sponsors, 
gender equality, spreading the spirit of 
rugby with others and how to build and 
maintain momentum for the Rugby World 
Cup and beyond. The panelists were:

• Keiko Asami, World Rugby Board 
member, Former Head Coach of Japan 
Rugby Women’s Sevens Team

• Magnus Hansson, CEO of Jaguar Land 
Rover, Japan

• Fiona Taag, Head of Global Sponsorship 
& Europe Marketing Communications, 
DHL

• Koji Tokumasu, President of the Shibuya 
International Rugby Club, Senior  
Director at Rugby World Cup 2019 
Organising Committee, and Honorary 
President of Asia Rugby



Towards the end of the event, the panelists 
shared their opinions on what rugby 
means to them and what values they 
think embody the sport of rugby most. The 
values mentioned that I could most relate 
to were diversity and respect. More people 
of different genders, ages, and shapes 
and sizes have begun to play rugby, with 
more countries and teams participating 
worldwide in different competitions. Today 
most national teams even have players 
of different nationalities. Respect is also 
a huge part of rugby. Although teams 
are seen tackling each other on the field, 
they show tremendous respect towards 
each other. Players follow the rules and 
show great sportsmanship towards their 
teammates, coaches, opposing teams 
and referees, both on and off the field. I 
think that respect in rugby can be seen 
more clearly than in other team sports. 
 
The BCCJ Diversity in Rugby Event was a 
fascinating experience for me as both a 
player and a fan of the sport. The Rugby World 
Cup is fast approaching, and I would like to 
get involved in as many events leading up to 
this once in a lifetime opportunity as I can. 
    
Thank you to the BCCJ and to Tokumasu-
san for the shoutout! :)
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“ More and more 
women are 

getting involved 
in rugby even 
though many 

people still see it 
as a male sport ”

[

Through effective marketing, the 2019 Rugby 
World Cup has been the most successful 
cup in terms of ticketing so far. Tickets have 
been bought by local Japanese people and 
people from other countries planning to 
travel to Japan to watch the tournament. 
   
Keiko Asami, former coach of the Japanese 
Women’s Rugby Team, talked a bit about 
gender equality which I thought was really 
important. More and more women are 
getting involved with rugby even though 
many people still see it as a male sport. 
Asami-san said that many women give up 
playing rugby if they don’t think they can 
make the national team, thinking their 
dreams are over. She said that her aim 
is to keep women playing rugby for the 
enjoyment of the sport rather than the fame.

The ‘Godfather’ of rugby, Koji Tokumasu, also 
shared many of his thoughts about rugby. 
Tokumasu-san’s aim is to get children from 
Tokyo to play rugby and enjoy it. To do this, 
he has started a rugby club for not only local 
children aged between 4 - 15 years old, but 
also international children living in Tokyo. 
Tokumasu-san is the president of Shibuya 
International Rugby Club and has gathered 
coaches from different nationalities all 
around the world, giving friendly, fun 
lessons in English. Being a member of this 
club has not only improved my rugby skills 
but has given me the opportunity to meet 
new people and build my confidence, which 
was why it was so nice to hear Tokumasu-
san talk about it during the BCCJ event.  
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